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SUMMARY
For various applications it is necessary to know not only global solar radiation values\ but also the di}use
and beam components[ Because often only global values are available\ there have been several models
developed to establish correlations between the di}use fraction and various predictors[ These typically
include the clearness index\ but also may include the solar angle\ temperature and humidity[ The clearness
index is the proportion of extraterrestrial radiation reaching a location\ where the extraterrestrial value
used in the calculation varies with latitude and time of year[ These correlations have been developed using
data principally from latitudes greater than 39>\ often using only data from a few locations and with few
exceptions have not used solar altitude as a predictor[ Generally the data consist of hourly integrated values[
A model has been developed using hourly data from a weather station set up at Deakin University\ Geelong[
Another model has also been developed for 04 minute data values in order to ascertain if the smoothing
generated by using hourly data makes a signi_cant di}erence to overall results[ The construction of such
models has been investigated\ enabling an extension to the research\ inclusive of other stations\ to be
performed systematically[ A _nal investigation was carried out\ using data from other Australian locations\
to explain some of the considerable scatter by adding apparent solar time as a predictor\ which proved to
be signi_cantly better than solar altitude[ Copyright Þ 1990 John Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[
KEY WORDS] di}use solar radiation^ multivariate regression^ mathematical modelling

0[ INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of the performance of a solar collector such as a solar hot water heater or
photovoltaic cell requires knowledge of the amount of solar radiation incident upon it[ Solar
radiation measurements are usually for global radiation on a horizontal surface "Reindl et al[\
0889^ Skartveit and Olseth\ 0876#[ These global values comprise two components\ the direct and
the di}use[ {IDN\ the direct normal irradiance\ is the energy of the direct solar beam falling on a
unit area perpendicular to the beam at the Earth|s surface[ To obtain the global irradiance the
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additional irradiance re~ected from the clouds and the clear sky must be included| "Lunde\ 0868\
p[ 58#[ This additional irradiance is the di}use component[
Typically\ solar collectors are not mounted on a horizontal surface but tilted at some angle to
it[ Thus\ it is necessary to calculate values of total solar radiation on a tilted surface given values
for a horizontal surface[ It is not possible to merely employ trigonometric relationships to
calculate the solar radiation on a tilted collector[ This is because the di}use radiation is anisotropic
over the sky dome and the {radiative con_guration factor from the sky to the tilted solar collector
is not only a function of the collector orientation\ but is also sensitive to the assumed distribution
of the di}use solar radiation across the sky| "Brunger\ 0878#[ There are two di}erent approaches
to calculating the di}use radiation on a tilted surface\ an analytic model "Brunger\ 0878# and
empirical models such as that of Perez et al[ "0889#[ Each rely on knowledge of the di}use radiation
on a horizontal surface[ The di}use component is not generally measured[ Consequently\ a
method must be derived to estimate the di}use radiation on a horizontal surface from the global
radiation upon that surface[
Numerous researchers have studied this problem and have been successful to varying degrees[
Liu and Jordan "0859# developed a relationship between daily di}use and global radiation\ but
it has also been used to predict hourly di}use values[ The predictor normally used in studies is
not precisely the global radiation but the {hourly clearness index kt\ the ratio of hourly global
horizontal radiation to hourly extraterrestrial radiation| "Reindl et al[\ 0889#[ Orgill and Hollands
"0866# and Erbs "0879# correlate the hourly di}use radiation with kt\ but Iqbal "0879# extended
the work of Bugler "0866# to develop a correlation with two predictors\ kt and the solar altitude[
Skartveit and Olseth "0876# also use these two predictors in their correlations[ Reindl et al[ "0889#
use stepwise regression to {reduce a set of 17 potential predictor variables down to four signi_cant
predictors] the clearness index\ solar altitude\ ambient temperature and relative humidity|[ A
further reduction was made to two variables\ kt and the solar altitude\ because the other two
variables are not always readily available[ Another possible reason was that some combinations
of predictors may produce unreasonable values of the di}use fraction\ e[g[ greater than 0[9
"Reindl et al[\ 0889#[
Weather data were collected from a station at Deakin University in Geelong\ Victoria "latitude
27[98 S\ longitude 033[23 E#[ There are several motivating factors for undertaking a study of this
data[ Spencer|s "0871# adaptation of the Orgill and Hollands "0866# model was the only one
developed with a signi_cant number of stations with latitude less than 39>[ Even with this model\
a number of possible improvements could be envisaged[ Could the addition of more predictors
as found by Skartveit and Olseth "0876# or Reindl et al[ "0889# enhance the predictability< Is the
calculation of piecewise _ts necessary or is one function adequate for all ranges of the predictors<
Are the models for di}erent time scales signi_cantly di}erent< In this paper we give preliminary
results based on the Deakin weather station data which show that the inclusion of solar altitude
as a predictor does not signi_cantly improve the predictability[ The model was constructed with
a single function of kt for all values of kt ¾ 9[8\ beyond which the data are essentially random
and the mean di}use fraction in that range is the most reasonable predictor[ We also demonstrate
that the model for a 04 minute time interval is essentially the same as the model for an hourly time
interval[ There is also one improvement on previous work in that coe.cients of determination are
calculated in the comparison of models\ whereas previous work has included only relative
measures of _t[
A _nal investigation demonstrates that apparent solar time is a valuable second predictor[ This
variable has the advantage over solar altitude in that it re~ects the asymmetry of meteorological
processes about solar noon "Satyamurty and Lahiri\ 0881^ Zelenka\ 0877^ Bivona et al[\ 0880#[
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Figure 0[ Days used for the study "the days in black were used for model con!
struction and those in grey for validation#[

1[ DESCRIPTION OF DATA
Planning for a Deakin University weather station at the Woolstores camput began at the end of
0884 with the inception of the Building Environmental Performance Program in conjunction
with the department of Building and Grounds[ It was suggested that components of weather
information could provide useful information when implemented with building control systems[
Furthermore\ the B[E[P[P[ project was interested in developing on!site weather data sets for
building thermal simulation[ In situ experimental studies on daylighting control integration with
arti_cial lighting\ as well as other studies on shading devices\ glazing systems\ solar collectors all
depend on some form of external weather information[ Aside from experimental studies\ a
Website was initially established to report 04 minute updates of Geelong|s weather to the public[
The development of the Website prompted an educational purpose to report graphically aspects
of weather information such as clearness index\ solar position and instrumentation measurement[
The data for the modelling comprised 56 days taken from various seasons of the year[ A
sample of 77 days not employed in the model building was used for validating the model[ These
days are shown in Figure 0[ A number of days were selected under the criterion of clear days
"kt × 9[5# to ascertain whether there was any signi_cant di}erence in the _t for hourly and 04
minute values for those days as compared with non!clear days[ For the calculation of extra!
terrestrial irradiance\ the hour angle was taken to be the apparent local solar time halfway
through the time interval[
Single year data values are also used for the locations of Adelaide\ Alice Springs\ Brisbane and
Melbourne in the examination of extensions of the modelling procedure[
2[ MODELLING THE DIFFUSE FRACTION
We focus on the hourly values _rst as this is the time interval used for other studies and this will
allow a direct comparison of the models[ Scatter diagrams were prepared for the di}use fraction
Copyright Þ 1990 John Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[
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Figure 1[ The di}use fraction and clearness index for 04 minute data[

Figure 2[ The di}use fraction and solar altitude for 04 minute data[

versus the clearness index "Figure 1# and versus the solar altitude "Figure 2# for 04 minute data[
Some dependence is apparent between the di}use fraction and the clearness index\ but no
relationship is apparent between the di}use fraction and the solar altitude[ Figures 3 and 4 give
similar scattergrams but for hourly data[
Before trying to construct a model for the connection between the di}use fraction and clearness
index\ the points which are in the region de_ned by ""kt\ d#] kt ¾ 9[1\ d ¾ 9[6# where d is the
diffuse fraction in Figure 3\ are examined to see if they can be regarded as outliers[ The signi_cant
point is that the solar altitude for all points in this region is less than 4>[ There is a case for
eliminating readings for solar altitude angles of this magnitude[ Skartveit and Olseth "0876#
Copyright Þ 1990 John Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[
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Figure 3[ The di}use fraction and clearness index for hourly data[

Figure 4[ The di}use fraction and solar altitude for hourly data[

neglect readings if the average solar altitude for the hour "they only analyse hourly data# is less
than 09>[ The calculations for the clearness index assume that the terrain surrounding the site is
a perfect horizontal plane Ð in other words\ the incoming solar radiation is unimpeded by
topographical structures[ If this is not the case then at low solar altitudes the kt values would be
questionable[ This decision is further supported by the accuracy of the instrumentation at high
Copyright Þ 1990 John Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[
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zenith angles and its capability to register a correct value[ The cosine correction factor varies
among instrument manufacturers and independently within the instrument itself[ Most manu!
facturers indicate that their instruments are unreliable below 09>[ It should also be recognised that
the solar intensity on a horizontal surface and its breakdown into direct and di}use components at
high zenith angles is relatively insigni_cant[
Note that the equation for extraterrestrial radiation includes the day of year and the solar
zenith angle[ These variables would inherently be considered in the development of any statistical
model of the di}use fraction[ As a result the authors of this paper have found little signi_cance
when including it as a separate independent predictor for the di}use fraction[ The seasonal
and location "latitude# di}erences were accounted for in the equation of solar zenith and the
extraterrestrial component[ It is accepted that seasonal and location di}erences can in~uence the
di}use fraction[ It is also known that winter months exhibit clearer skies than summer months
for most locations[ The causes of such conditions are related to colder temperatures\ moisture
content and even a seasonal di}erence in air mass[ Variables such as these "including solar zenith#
a}ect the turbidity of the atmosphere "Robinson\ 0855#[ As a result of the sky turbidity and its
variation in contents of CO1\ H1O\ O1\ pollution and aerosols\ a scattering of the direct beam
component will occur[ Scattering and variation of atmospheric turbidity occur not only on a
seasonal but a daily basis[ Horizon brightening during hours of sunrise and sunset is a typical
result of beam scattering[ Perhaps this is the foundation to further investigation of a di}use
fraction model which is inclusive of air mass\ temperature\ turbidity\ etc[ which will explain the
variation in beam scattering throughout the day[ The authors believe that the causes of a variable
and reasons for its inclusion in a statistical model should be justi_ed "not only by statistical
signi_cance#[
Figures 5 and 6 give the scattergrams for di}use fraction versus clearness index for 04 minute
and hourly data\ respectively\ after the quality control has been undertaken[ The task now is to
try and _nd a model for the relationship between di}use fraction and clearness index in each
case[ Reindl et al[ "0889#\ Skartveit and Olseth "0876#\ Spencer "0871#\ and Orgill and Hollands

Figure 5[ Di}use fraction and clearness index for 04 minute data after quality control[
Copyright Þ 1990 John Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[
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Figure 6[ Di}use fraction and clearness index for hourly data after quality control[

"0866# all split the data into regions de_ned for di}erent values of clearness index\ for instance
9 ¾ kt ¾ 9[2\ 9[2 ³ kt ³ 9[67\ 9[67 ¾ kt ¾ 0 before attempting any regression[ The present
authors attempted to construct a model for the whole range of clearness index since it appeared
that a logistic function might _t the data adequately[ The curve _tting was performed using
TablecurveTM and the _tted curves are given in Equations "0# and "1# for the 04 minute data and
hourly data\ respectively[
d

d

0
7[534"kt−9[502#

0¦e

0
6[886"kt−9[475#

0¦e

"0#

"1#

3[ VALIDATION OF THE MODELS
3[0[ Hourly model
Validation was undertaken via two means[ Comparisons were made using statistical measures
between the results of the _t using the present model and the Reindl et al[ "0889# model[ Reindl
was chosen since there are extensive comparisons undertaken between this model and all the
accepted alternatives[ Predictions using the Reindl model were compared to data values for
Geelong not used in the model construction[ The inter!model comparison could only be per!
formed using the hourly data since no correlations were performed by Reindl et al[ for other
Copyright Þ 1990 John Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[
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Figure 7[ The model _t for hourly data[

time intervals[ The _tted curves plus original data are depicted in Figure 7[ As can be seen\
the Reindl correlations are performed for three di}erent intervals for kt and are given in
equation "2#[
d  0[91−9[137kt \

9 ¾ kt ¾ 9[2

d  0[34−0[56kt \ 9[2 ³ kt ³ 9[67
d  9[036\

9[67 ¾ kt

"2#

Two statistical measures were used for comparison[ The composite residual sum of squares
"CRSS# was calculated\ since Reindl et al[ "0889# use this measure\ and also the coe.cient of
determination R1 was calculated[ The results are given in Table I[ As can be seen from the results\
there is very little di}erence between the predictions of the two models[ The only di}erence is the
Reindl model requires a constraint since there are values for the di}use fraction greater than
unity calculated at times and these have to be changed to unity[ More signi_cantly\ the present
model does not require the clearness index interval to be split into three sub!intervals[ This allows
for greater ~exibility for altering the relationship to cater for location di}erences[
It is possible that the addition of another predictor may enhance the predictability[ Reindl et
al[ "0889# have a separate correlation where in each sub!interval there is a solar altitude depen!
Table I[ Comparison of results using the Reindl
and the Boland and Luther models[

CRSS
r1

Copyright Þ 1990 John Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[

Reindl

Boland and
Luther

04[76
9[650

04[64
9[650
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dence added via a sin a term\ where a is the solar altitude[ Unfortunately\ they changed the form
of the original kt dependence in that for the interval kt − 9[67\ they used the model
d  akt¦b sin"a# rather than having it independent of kt[ Thus\ no direct comparison can be
made when the two models were applied to the current data[ When the model including the solar
altitude dependence was applied\ the CRSS was 07[84 and the R1 was 9[611[ The most that can
be said is that the addition of solar altitude as a predictor did not enhance the _t[
When the solar altitude was added as a predictor to the present model\ the CRSS rose to 04[76
and the R1 rose marginally to 9[651[ The relationship was not found to be signi_cant and coupled
with only minor improvement to R1 a reasonable conclusion is to omit it as a predictor[ It should
be noted that we also attempted to use the air mass as a possible predictor and found that there
was no signi_cant in~uence of this variable on the prediction[ Thus\ modelling using the one
predictor is obviously preferable[
The coe.cient of determination was calculated when predictions were made for hourly values
for a sample of days which were not used in the model construction[ For this validation test\
R1  9[79 which supports the model construction method[
3[1[ The 04 minute model
For 04 minute data\ no comparison was possible with the results using the Reindl et al[ model
since it was constructed for hourly data[ However\ during model construction the r1 value was
calculated to be 9[650[ Examination of the similarity of the relationships "0# and "1# led us to
assume that one relationship would probably su.ce for both 04 minute data and hourly data[
Accordingly\ the relationship "1# for hourly data has been adopted for both[ If this is tested\ the
r1 value actually rises slightly to 9[656[ When the model was used to predict the di}use fraction
for a sample of days not used in the model construction\ once again a coe.cient of determination
was calculated[ For this data\ the r1 was equal to 9[795[ This result once again supports the model
building methodology[

4[ CLEAR DAYS
Another area of investigation was the question of whether there is a necessity for the construction
of a separate model for either hourly or 04 minute data for clear days\ i[e[ those with kt × 9[5[
When the relationship is used to predict di}use fraction values for the clear day data and
subsequently r1 values are calculated there is no signi_cant di}erence between these values and
the ones obtained for all days together[ Intuitively\ one might assume there might be less random
scatter on clear days\ but Figures 8 and 09 demonstrate that this is not the case[ Thus\ there
would appear to be no need to construct a separate model for these days[ It is still an open
question as to whether this might be necessary for other locations Ð the fact that Geelong is a
coastal location may in~uence this[

5[ USING TIME OF DAY AS A PREDICTOR
The method of least squares was employed to _t the model with di}erent parameters to some
Adelaide data[ The values of the parameters were only slightly changed\ i[e[ a  5[841 and
Copyright Þ 1990 John Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[
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Figure 8[ Data values and the predicted values for a sample of clear days "04 minute data#[

Figure 09[ Data values and the predicted values for a sample of clear days "hourly data#[
Copyright Þ 1990 John Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[
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Figure 00[ The Adelaide 0884 di}use fraction plotted against the clearness index[ The Boland and Luther
model for Geelong and the best _t model for Adelaide are shown on the plot[

b  9[453 with R1  9[659[ The coe.cient of determination was slightly improved\ but not
su.ciently to warrant replacement of the Geelong model parameters[ Figure 00 shows the
Adelaide data\ the Geelong model and the model _tted to the data using the method of least
squares[
It is evident from Figure 00 that even though the coe.cient of determination is relatively high\
there remains a signi_cant amount of scatter about the _tted curve "which is a feature common
to all previously proposed models#[ As has previously been stated\ numerous attempts have been
made to add other predictors to explain the scatter[ They have met with limited success and in
particular we have found that for the locations we have studied\ this strategy has met with no
success[ One noticeable feature of the scatter plot of the Adelaide data\ evident in Figure 00\ is
the skewness of the residuals about the model[ While investigating this\ it was discovered that
the skewness appeared dependent on the time of day[ This led the authors to consider the
possibility that the time of day might be an important predictor in the di}use fraction model[
There is considerable asymmetry about solar noon in terms of climatic factors\ an aspect not
considered by most other authors in the construction of di}use fraction predictor models[
Satyamurty and Lahiri "0881# point out this asymmetry in their work on similar di}use fraction
models\ Zelenka "0877# presents work on monthly direct beam radiation which refers to the
asymmetry about solar noon and Bivona et al[ "0880# also allude to this phenomenon[
The inclusion of time of day\ or more correctly apparent solar time "AST#\ in the model
produced much better correlations[ Again we shall use Adelaide to demonstrate the results[ We
retained the same parameters used for the Geelong data and added a linear time component to
the model[ Thus\ the new model has the form
d  c¦

0−c
0¦exp"b9 ¦b0 kt ¦b1 t#

"3#

where t  AST and b9\ b0\ b1 and c are coe.cients to be determined[
The coe.cients were determined using optimisation techniques on Microsoft Excel and are
Copyright Þ 1990 John Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[
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Figure 01[ The time dependent model\ Equation "1#\ for the Adelaide data[

b9  −7[658
b0  6[214
b1  9[266
c  −9[928
The coe.cient of determination for this time dependent model is R1  9[687\ which is an
improvement on the previous model[ Signi_cantly\ the _tted values cover the variation in the
di}use fraction versus the clearness index in a fashion which depicts the di}erence in scatter over
the day[ Figure 01 shows this model for Adelaide[ A partial F!test statistic was calculated to
determine if the addition of the second predictor "time of day# is signi_cant[ This statistic is the
di}erence in the residual sum of squares between the two models divided by the mean sum of
squares for the second model\ that with two predictors[ If this statistic is su.ciently large\ the
addition of the second predictor is deemed to have resulted in signi_cantly better predictive
ability[ The critical value for the test at the 0 per cent level of signi_cance is 3[59\ but the test
statistic value was very much greater than this\ allowing us to conclude that the second predictor
is indeed signi_cant[ Similar results were obtained for all locations studied so far[ Results of the
addition of the time dependence for various locations appear in Table II[ Also included is a
comparison with results obtained using the Reindl et al[ "0889# model[

6[ CONCLUSION
A model has been constructed relating the di}use fraction of solar radiation on a horizontal
surface to the clearness index[ A signi_cant _nding is that the same model can be used for both
04 minute and hourly data[ A number of issues arise from this study[ The model has to be
extended to be able to be used for at least any Australian location and preferably any other
location[ In this regard\ if there is any adjustment to be made for latitude\ then since the model
Copyright Þ 1990 John Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[
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Table II[ Comparison of the present models with those of Reindl et al[ Note that in some cases the R1 value
for two predictors in the Reindl models is lower than for one predictor[ This is because they recalculated
all coe.cients when the second predictor was added to the model[
R1

Location
Present paper models

Adelaide
Alice Springs
Brisbane
Melbourne

Reindl

Time independent
model

Time dependent
model

One predictor

Two predictors

9[646
9[243
9[587
9[631

9[687
9[538
9[670
9[723

9[652
9[326
9[469
9[645

9[648
9[339
9[453
9[647

consists of a single function over all values of kt\ there is the possibility of adjusting a single
parameter to cater for this[ Solar elevation\ air mass and time of day were tested as possible extra
predictors\ but only time of day added to the predictive abilities of the model[ This aspect would
also have to be tested for other locations\ especially since Reindl et al[ "0889# have found a
contribution from the solar altitude[
This research will be extended to other Australian locations\ as well as locations in other parts
of the world[ In particular\ it is to be established whether one can change the methodology
slightly and perform the curvilinear regression for various values of the AST\ but only for a
relatively small number of locations[ Ideally\ each location would be representative of a climate
type of the Koppen climate classi_cation and the results could be used for any location of the
climate type[
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